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We propose a scheme for probabilistic teleportation of an unknown two-particle state of general
formation in ion trap. It is shown that one can realize experimentally this teleportation protocol of
two-particle state with presently available techniques.
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Entanglement is the most peculiar feature of quantum
physics and lies at the heart of quantum information [1].
One of the most striking application of entanglement is
quantum teleportation [2], which says that an unknown
state can be transmitted from a sender Alice to a spatially
distant receiver Bob with the aid of classical communi-
cation and a previously shared entanglement. Quantum
teleportation has been widely used in the development
of quantum computation and quantum communication
[2–10].
In the original protocol of Bennett et al. [2], the sender
Alice and a spatially distant receiver Bob are sharing
an Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) pair first. Then Al-
ice makes the Bell state measurement and transmits her
measurement outcome to Bob via a classical channel.
According to Alice’s measurement result, Bob performs
a corresponding unitary transformation. After that the
quantum state has been teleported successfully. Here Al-
ice does not know either the state to be teleported or
the location of the intended receiver, Bob. Bennett et
al [2] also gave a protocol involving teleporting an un-
known state of a qudit via a maximally entangled state
in d × d dimensional Hilbert space and by transmitting
2log2d bits of classical information.
Since the seminal work of Bennett et al. [2], a lot of
work has been done in the field of quantum teleportation
[11–30] and quantum teleportation has been experimen-
tally demonstrated by several groups [31–34]. Further-
more, quantum teleportation has also been generalized
to more general situations, for example, where two par-
ties may share not with a set of pure entangled states,
but with a noisy quantum channel. In this situation they
can use an error correcting code [35], or they can share
the entanglement through this noisy channel and then
use teleportation [36].
It has been demonstrated that for infinite dimensional
Hilbert spaces, quantum teleportation is also possible
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[11–13].
Karlsson and Bourennane proposed the so-called con-
trolled quantum teleportation protocol [15–20]. In the
protocol, one can perfectly transport an unknown state
from one place to another via a previously shared
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state using local op-
erations and classical communications under the control
of a third party. The unknown quantum state can not be
teleported unless the third party permits them to trans-
mit the state.
In the situation where the shared entanglement be-
tween the sender Alice and the receiver Bob is not in a
maximally entangled state then they cannot teleport a
qubit with both unit fidelity and unit probability. How-
ever, it is possible to have unit fidelity teleportation
but with a probability less than unity by using a non-
maximally entangled state. This is so called probabilistic
quantum teleportation [22, 23], and has been shown to be
possible using a non-maximally entangled basis as a mea-
surement basis. Furthermore, this probabilistic scheme
has been generalized in two ways: (i) to enable telepor-
tation of N qubits [14] and (ii) controlled teleportation
[18–20].
So far, many schemes have been proposed about the
teleportation of two-particle state [37–40]. But most
of them settled at mathematic logic level and did not
present a concretely physics system. Solano et al. [41]
propose a method for implementing a reliable telepor-
tation protocol of an arbitrary internal state in trapped
ions, and Home et al. [42] proposed a scheme for im-
plementing optimal probabilistic teleportation between
two separated trapped ions. In this Letter we propose a
scheme for probabilistically teleporting an unknown two-
particle state in ion trap.
We suppose that ion 1 and ion 2 in trap A are in an
arbitrary electronic state
|φ〉12 = α|ee〉12 + β|eg〉12 + γ|ge〉12 + δ|gg〉12, (1)
where |α|2 + |β|2 + |γ|2 + |δ|2 = 1; |g〉 and |e〉 denote
ground state and excited state of the ion, respectively.
The ions 3, 4, 5 and 6 are in trap B. The ions 3 and 4 is
in the following state
|ψ〉34 = a|ee〉34 + b|gg〉34, (2)
2and the state of ions 5 and 6 is
|ψ〉56 = c|ee〉56 + d|gg〉56. (3)
Here |a|2 + |b|2 = 1, |a| ≥ |b|, |c|2 + |d|2 = 1, |c| ≥ |d|.
The overall state of the six ions is
|ψ〉total = |φ〉12 ⊗ |ψ〉34 ⊗ |ψ〉56
= αac|eeeeee〉123456 + αad|eeeegg〉123456
+αbc|eeggee〉123456 + αbd|eegggg〉123456
+βac|egeeee〉123456 + βad|egeegg〉123456
+βbc|egggee〉123456 + βbd|eggggg〉123456
+γac|geeeee〉123456 + γad|geeegg〉123456
+γbc|geggee〉123456 + γbd|gegggg〉123456
+δac|ggeeee〉123456 + δad|ggeegg〉123456
+δbc|ggggee〉123456 + δbd|gggggg〉123456.
(4)
One transports adiabatically the ions 3 and 5 to the
trap A. The purpose of the teleportation protocol is to
transmit the arbitrary state |φ〉 of the ions 1 and 2, men-
tioned in Eq.(1), to the ions 4 and 6.
In order to make ion 3 to undergo entanglement with
ion 1, Alice performs a C-Not operation between the ion
1 and the ion 3. Similarly, the same C-Not operation has
been implemented between the ion 2 and ion 5. After
that Alice makes the Hadamard transformations on ion
1 and ion 2, respectively. So the state |ψ〉total becomes
|ψ′〉 = 12 |ee〉13[|ee〉25(αac|ee〉46 + βad|eg〉46
+γbc|ge〉46 + δbd|gg〉46)
+|eg〉25(αad|eg〉46 + βac|ee〉46
+γbd|gg〉46 + δbc|ge〉46)
+|ge〉25(αac|ee〉46 − βad|eg〉46
+γbc|ge〉46 − δbd|gg〉46)
+|gg〉25(αad|eg〉46 − βac|ee〉46
+γbd|gg〉46 − δbc|ge〉46)]
1
2 |eg〉13[|ee〉25(αbc|ge〉46 + βbd|gg〉46
+γac|ee〉46 + δad|eg〉46)
+|eg〉25(αbd|gg〉46 + βbc|ge〉46
+γad|eg〉46 + δac|ee〉46)
+|ge〉25(αbc|ge〉46 − βbd|gg〉46
+γac|ee〉46 − δad|eg〉46)
+|gg〉25(αbd|gg〉46 − βbc|ge〉46
+γad|eg〉46 − δac|ee〉46)]
1
2 |ge〉13[|ee〉25(αac|ee〉46 + βad|eg〉46−γbc|ge〉46 − δbd|gg〉46)
+|eg〉25(αad|eg〉46 + βac|ee〉46
−γbd|gg〉46 − δbc|ge〉46)
+|ge〉25(αac|ee〉46 − βad|eg〉46
−γbc|ge〉46 + δbd|gg〉46)
+|gg〉25(αad|eg〉46 − βac|ee〉46
−γbd|gg〉46 + δbc|ge〉46)]
1
2 |gg〉13[|ee〉25(αbc|ge〉46 + βbd|gg〉46−γac|ee〉46 − δad|eg〉46)
+|eg〉25(αbd|gg〉46 + βbc|ge〉46
−γad|eg〉46 − δac|ee〉46)
+|ge〉25(αbc|ge〉46 − βbd|gg〉46
−γac|ee〉46 + δad|eg〉46)
+|gg〉25(αbd|gg〉46 − βbc|ge〉46
−γad|eg〉46 + δac|ee〉46)].
(5)
For the purpose of teleportation, some measurements
on ions 1 and 3 and ions 2 and 5 have to be made by Alice
in trap A. After that Alice transmits the measurement
outcomes to Bob, who controls the trap B, via a classical
channel. For example, if Alice tells Bob that her mea-
surement outcomes are |ee〉13 and |ee〉25, then Bob can
make conclusion that the state of ions 4 and 6 is
αac|ee〉46 + βad|eg〉46 + γbc|ge〉46 + δbd|gg〉46. (6)
Assume that the center-of-mass vibration mode in trap
B is initially prepared in the vacuum state |0〉, so the
state of the system in trap B becomes
|ψ(0)〉 = (αac|ee〉46+βad|eg〉46+γbc|ge〉46+δbd|gg〉46)|0〉.
(7)
In the trap B, when a laser standing wave tuned to the
first lower vibrational sideband was applied to the ion 6
and the Lamb-Dicke criterion is satisfied, the Hamilto-
nian in an interaction picture reads [43, 44]
HI = g(cσ+e
−iφ + c+σ−e
iφ), (8)
where c+ and c are the creation and annihilation oper-
ators of phonon, g is the Rabi frequency, σ+ = |e〉6〈g|
and σ− = |g〉6〈e|, φ is the phase of this laser field. As
the Hamiltonian for the quantum system is not a time-
varying, hence if the laser beam is on for a certain time
t, the evolution of the system will be described by the
unitary operator
U(t) = e−iHt
= cos(gt
√
1 + c+c)|e〉6〈e|
− ie−iφ sin(gt
√
1+c+c)√
1+c+c
c|e〉6〈g|
− ieiφ sin(gt
√
c+c)√
c+c
c+|g〉6〈e|
+ cos(gt
√
c+c)|g〉6〈g|.
(9)
Therefore, after a certain time t, we have
|e〉6|0〉 → cos(gt)|e〉6|0〉 − ieiφ sin(gt)|g〉6|1〉,
|g〉6|0〉 → |g〉6|0〉. (10)
So, when the laser beam is applied on the ion 6 for the
time interval t1, the state |ψ(0)〉 evolves into
|ψ(t1)〉 = [αac cos(gt1)|ee〉46 + βad|eg〉46
+γbc cos(gt1)|ge〉46 + δbd|gg〉46]|0〉
−ieiφ sin(gt1)(αac|eg〉46 + γbc|gg〉46)|1〉.
(11)
Let us choose t1 =
1
g
arccos |d
c
|, then we have
|ψ(t1)〉′ = [ei(θ1+θ3)|ad|α|ee〉46 + ei(θ1+θ4)|ad|β|eg〉46
+ei(θ2+θ3)|bd|γ|ge〉46 + ei(θ2+θ4)|bd|δ|gg〉46]|0〉
−ieiφ sin(gt1)(αac|eg〉46 + γbc|gg〉46)|1〉,
(12)
where a = |a|eiθ1, b = |b|eiθ2, c = |c|eiθ3 , d = |d|eiθ4 .
Then Bob makes a measurement on phonon. If the result
|1〉 is obtained, then the teleportation fails. When the
3measurement result is |0〉, the state of the ions 4 and 6
can be written as
|ψ〉′ = [ei(θ1+θ3)|ad|α|ee〉46 + ei(θ1+θ4)|ad|β|eg〉46
+ei(θ2+θ3)|bd|γ|ge〉46 + ei(θ2+θ4)|bd|δ|gg〉46].
(13)
After that, Bob applies a laser standing wave tuned to
the first lower vibrational sideband on the ion 4. By the
same argument used to ion 6, after an interaction time
t2, we have
|e〉4|0〉 → cos(gt2)|e〉4|0〉 − ieiφ sin(gt2)|g〉4|1〉,
|g〉4|0〉 → |g〉4|0〉. (14)
Hence, the state stated in Eq.(13) becomes
|ψ(t2)〉 = [ei(θ1+θ3)|ad|α cos(gt2)|ee〉46
+ei(θ1+θ4)|ad|β cos(gt2)|eg〉46
+ei(θ2+θ3)|bd|γ|ge〉46
+ei(θ2+θ4)|bd|δ|gg〉46]|0〉
−ieiφ sin(gt2)[ei(θ1+θ3)|ad|α|ge〉46
+ei(θ1+θ4)|ad|β|gg〉46]|1〉.
(15)
With the choice t2 =
1
g
arccos | b
a
|, we have
|ψ(t2)〉′ = ei(θ1+θ3)|bd|[α|ee〉46
+ei(θ4−θ3)β|eg〉46
+ei(θ2−θ1)γ|ge〉46
+ei(θ2+θ4−θ1−θ3)δ|gg〉46]|0〉
−ieiφ sin(gt2)[ei(θ1+θ3)|ad|α|ge〉46
+ei(θ1+θ4)|ad|β|gg〉46]|1〉.
(16)
Now Bob makes a measurement on phonon again. If
the measurement result is |1〉, it means that the tele-
portation fails. When the measurement outcome |0〉 is
obtained, the state of the ions 4 and 6 can be written as
α|ee〉46 + ei(θ4−θ3)β|eg〉46 + ei(θ2−θ1)γ|ge〉46
+ei(θ2+θ4−θ1−θ3)δ|gg〉46. (17)
Under the basis {|ee〉46, |eg〉46, |ge〉46, |gg〉46}, a collec-
tive unitary transformation
U =


1 0 0 0
0 e−iφ1 0 0
0 0 e−iφ2 0
0 0 0 e−i(φ1+φ2)

 (18)
is made, then the state in Eq.(17) becomes
α|ee〉46 + β|eg〉46 + γ|ge〉46 + δ|gg〉46. (19)
Here φ1 = θ4 − θ3, φ2 = θ2 − θ1. The state in Eq.(19) is
just the state which we want to teleport.
Without any difficult one can show that the successful
probability of the teleportation protocol is 4|bd|2. When
|a| = |b|, |c| = |d|, the probability of successful teleporta-
tion is 1.
In summary, we propose a scheme for probabilistic tele-
portation of an unknown two-particle state of general for-
mation in ion trap. We hope that this teleportation pro-
tocol of two-particle state can be realized experimentally
with presently available techniques in the future.
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